We compute the rational Borel equivariant cohomology ring of a cohomogeneity-one action of a compact Lie group.
of a point with rational coefficients. In fact, all cohomology will take rational coefficients unless explicitly specified otherwise. In the event both spheres are even-dimensional, the generators of the Weyl groups WpK˘q with respect to a shared maximal torus generate a dihedral subgroup of the automorphisms of this torus, of order 2k. It is this k that figures in the following result. Theorem 1.2. Let M the double mapping cylinder of the quotient maps G{H Ý Ý Ý Ý Ñ Ñ G{K˘for closed subgroups H ă K˘of a compact Lie group G such that K˘{H « S 2n˘a re even-dimensional spheres, and the bundles BH ÝÑ BK˘are both orientable. Then the number kpn´`n`q is even, and we have an HG-algebra isomorphism HG M -pim ρ˚X im ρ˚q b H˚S kpn´`n`q`1 , where the injections ρ˚: HK˘ÝÑ HH are induced by the inclusions H ã ÝÑ K˘and the HG-module structure is induced by K˘ã ÝÑ G.
Cohomogeneity-one actions whose orbit space is S 1 arise as mapping tori of right translations r n of homogeneous spaces G{K by elements n P N G pKq, and this case admits a parallel but much more easily-proved statement we discuss in Section 3.1. respectively, where the H˚S 1 -module structure is given by pullback from M{G in both cases and the HGalgebra structure is induced by the inclusion K ã ÝÑ G.
Theorem 1.3. Let M be the mapping torus of the right translation by n P N G pKq on the homogeneous space G{K of a Lie group G with finitely many components (by Theorem 3.2, M is a smooth manifold). Then one has H˚S
The unexpectedly great utility of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence in our situation results from an additional structural feature of the sequence that seems not to be frequently noted, namely the fact that the connecting map preserves a module structure over the cohomology ring of the whole space. This result is proved in Section 2. 
Equivariant cohomology rings
To deploy Proposition 2.1 as promised, we need the structure theorem for cohomogeneity-one actions on manifolds. • If M{G « p´1, 1q, there is a closed subgroup K ď G such that M « p´1, 1qˆG{K.
• If M{G « S 1 , there are a closed subgroup K ď G and an element n P N G pKq such that M is the mapping torus of the right translation of G{K by n. (The equivariant homeomorphism class of the resulting space depends only on the class of n in π 0 N G pKq.)
• If M{G « r0, 1q, there are closed subgroups H ă K ď G such that K{H is either a sphere S n or the Poincaré homology sphere P 3 and M is the open mapping cylinder G{K Y π`r 0, 1qˆG{H˘of the projection π : G{H ÝÑ G{K.
• If M{G « r´1, 1s, there are closed subgroups H ă K˘ď G such that each of K˘{H is either a sphere S n or the Poincaré homology sphere P 3 and M is the double mapping cylinder
Conversely, these constructions yield only cohomogeneity-one G-actions on manifolds. In the cases where M{G has boundary, M admits a smooth structure if and only if no isotropy quotient K{H or K˘{H is P 3 .
Before proceeding, we note the noncompact cases are trivial for our purposes, since in these cases M equivariantly deformation retracts to the cohomogeneity-zero case G{K. There is a similar classification of cohomogeneity-one actions on closed Alexandrov spaces. . Let G be a compact Lie group acting effectively and isometrically with cohomogeneity one on a closed (i.e., compact and without boundary) Alexandrov space X. Then X is, up to G-equivariant homeomorphism, as follows.
• If X{G « S 1 , there are a closed subgroup K ď G and an element n P N G pKq such that X is the mapping torus of the right translation of G{K by n (and hence, by Theorem 3.2, a smooth manifold).
• If X{G « r´1, 1s, there are closed subgroups H ď K˘ď G such that K˘{H are positively-curved homogeneous spaces and X is the double mapping cylinder of the projections G{H Ý Ý Ý Ý Ñ Ñ G{K˘.
Conversely, these constructions yield only cohomogeneity-one G-actions on Alexandrov spaces.
Thus our Theorem 3.5 will apply more generally than just to manifolds. Because of these two classification results, it is reasonable to focus our attention in the rest of the paper on cohomogeneityone actions of the following types:
• the mapping torus of a right translation on a homogeneous space G{K or
• the double mapping cylinder of a span of projections G{K´Ð G{H Ñ G{K`.
Mapping tori
By Theorem 3.2, if the orbit space of a cohomogeneity-one action is a circle, the space in question can be assumed to be a manifold M, the mapping torus of the right-translation r n of some element n P N G pKq on G{K, and hence actually a smooth manifold M. Proof. Note that X admits an -sheeted cyclic covering by the mapping torus of ϕ , which is homeomorphic to the mapping torus YˆS 1 of the identity. respectively, where the H˚S 1 -module structure is given by pullback from M{G in both cases and the HGalgebra structure is induced by the inclusion K ã ÝÑ G.
Proof. Recall from Theorem 3.2 that M is G-equivariantly diffeomorphic to the mapping torus of right multiplication r n : G{K ÝÑ G{K by some element n P N G pKq. As N G pKq is compact, it has finitely many path-components, so some power n lies in the path-component of the identity and hence the corresponding power r n is homotopic to the identity. Applying Lemma 3.4 to M gives the first displayed isomorphism and applying it to M G gives the second.
Double mapping cylinders
Let G be a compact Lie group and H ď K˘ď G any closed subgroups. Then the double mapping cylinder X of π˘: G{H Ý Ý Ý Ý Ñ Ñ G{K˘admits the obvious invariant open cover by the respective inverse images U´and U`of the subintervals r´1, εq and p´ε, 1s, for some small ε ą 0, of X{G « r´1, 1s depicted in Figure 3 .1. Their intersection W " U´X U`equivariantly deformation retracts to G{H and U˘to G{K˘in such a way that the inclusions W ã ÝÑ U˘correspond to the projections π˘. Now we can apply Proposition 2.1.
Theorem 3.5. Let X be the double mapping cylinder of the projections π˘: G{H Ý Ý Ý Ý Ñ Ñ G{K˘. Then one has a graded HG-algebra and a graded HH-module isomorphism, respectively: for px´, x`q P HK´ĤH HK`andq P H odd G X the image of q P HH.
Proof. For any Γ ď G we have homeomorphisms pG{Γq G " EGˆG G{Γ « EG{Γ " BΓ. As HK˘is concentrated in even degree, the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of the cover just discussed reduces to a four-term exact sequence
so that H even G X is the kernel and H odd G X the cokernel of the middle map px´, x`q Þ ÝÑ ρ˚px`qρ˚p x´q. The multiplicative structure on H even G follows from the fact i˚: HGX ÝÑ HK´ˆHK`is a ring map, the description of the product H even G XˆH odd G X ÝÑ H odd G X follows from Proposition 2.1, and the fact the product H odd G XˆH odd G X ÝÑ H even G X is zero follows from the observation i˚is injective on H even G X and yet i˚pxyq " i˚pxqi˚pyq " 0 for any elements x, y P H odd G X.
Example 3.6. Let G " Opnq with K " K˘" Op3q and H " Op2q block-diagonal. We have HKQrp 1 s -HH, where p 1 is the first Pontrjagin class of the tautological bundle over the infinite Grassmannian Grp3, R 8 q " BOp3q, so HGX -Qrp 1 s. Example 3.7. In the situation where G " K˘, the resulting double mapping cylinder is just the unreduced suspension SpG{Hq. One has
Maps of classifying spaces
In the event the cohomogeneity-one double mapping cylinder is a manifold M, we will presently see that more precise descriptions of HG M can be obtained depending on the dimensions of the isotropy spheres K˘{H, subject to an orientation hypothesis on the left action of K˘in case these groups are disconnected, and these descriptions depend crucially on the structure of HH as a module over HK˘. Proof. Recall orientability of a fiber bundle is defined as triviality of the action of the fundamental group of the base on the cohomology of the fiber. To determine the action-up-to-homotopy of a class of π 1 pBK, e 0 Kq on the fiber, lift a representative loop η to a path r η in EK starting at e 0 and ending at some e 0 k 1 . Then for any e 0 kH in the fiber ρ´1pe 0 Kq, the path r ηkH lifts η to BH, starting at e 0 kH and ending at e 0 k 1 kH, which we may define to be η¨e 0 kH. Under the identification ρ´1pe 0 Kq « K{H given by e 0 kH Ø kH, this is just the action of π 0 K induced by the defining homogeneous action of K on K{H. The generator 1 P H 0 pK{Hq is invariant trivially, so the action is trivial in cohomology if and only if the fundamental class rK{Hs is fixed by the π 0 K-action. Proof. Let K 0 be the identity component of K and write H 1 " H X K 0 , so that K 0 {H 1 ÝÑ K{H is a homeomorphism. We claim HH 1 is a polynomial ring. This follows if K{H is a sphere of dimension at least 2 since then K 0 {H 1 « K{H is both simply-connected and covered by K 0 {H 0 , forcing H 0 " H 1 . If K{H is homeomorphic to S 1 or the Poincaré homology sphere P 3 , then we still know HH
] that H 0 is normal in K 0 in these cases, so the action of H 1 {H 0 is the restriction of an action of K 0 {H 0 , which is homotopically trivial since K 0 {H 0 is path-connected. 2 2 To make this account self-contained, the proof of normality is thus. The transitive action of K 0 on K 0 {H 1 induces a map λ : K 0 ÝÑ Homeo K 0 {H 1 whose image, which acts effectively by definition, can only be
As ker λ stabilizes all points, it is in particular contained in H 1 . The stabilizer of the coset 1H 1 P K 0 {H 1 under the effective action of im λ is λpH 1 q -H 1 { ker λ, which must be finite since im λ is of rank one, so ker λ is of finite index in H 1 ; particularly, its identity component must be H 0 . Since ker λ is normal in K 0 by definition, so also must be H 0 .
We now consider the map of K{H-bundles
The left map is equivariant with respect to the right H-action, inducing an effective right action of π :" 
The commutativity of the diagram implies the identification HK -pHK 0 q π takes the one generalized Euler class to the other, or in other words that the class in the lower sequence is π-invariant. Since HK 0 is a polynomial ring, multiplication by e is injective, so the horizontal maps before and after are zero, so this is actually an inclusion of short exact sequences. As the image of multiplication by e is precisely the principal ideal peq, we obtain an π-equivariant isomorphism HH
is a π-equivariant surjection between graded polynomial rings over Q on n`1 and n generators, respectively, whose kernel is generated by the π-invariant element e, Lemma 4.6 applies to yield a π-equivariant isomorphism HH Remark 4.4. When K{H is a sphere, the generalized Euler class featuring in Proposition 4.3 is well known to be the standard Euler class of a sphere bundle [MT00, Thm. 5.17, pp. 145-6]. If K{H « P 3 , on the other hand, from the fact that the action K ÝÑ Homeo P 3 factors through an SOp3q subgroup [Bre61, Thm. 1.1], one can associate to BH ÝÑ BK the principal SOp3q-bundle ξ : EKˆK SOp3q ÝÑ BK and show e is 60 times the first Pontrjagin class p 1 pξq.
Remark 4.5. The persistent orientability hypothesis is necessary; we will see in Remark 5.3 that Proposition 5.2 fails without this hypothesis. For now, consider the case of K " Op2q and H a subgroup of order 2 generated by an element h of determinant´1. Then for z P SOp2q we have h¨zH " z´1H. We have HK 0 " HS Op2q " Qrc 1 s and c 1 " e in the notation of the proof since HH 0 " Ht 1u " Q. The proof would go through if we had e " c 1 P HK, but we do not; in fact HO p2q - Proof. We consider A and B as modules over the group ring Qπ. It is easy to see that any Qπ-module C complementary to pxq will be taken bijectively and Qπ-linearly to A{pxq by ϕ, so we just need to show such a complement can be chosen to be a ring and generators of this ring can be chosen such that together with x they form a set of Q-algebra generators for A. We write QB " B ě1 {B ě1¨Bě1 for the graded Q-module of indecomposables, in this case a free module. As QB is a finite-dimensional π-representation and the order of π is invertible over Q, we may break QB into irreducible representations of π, which are cyclic Qπ-modules, each generated by an elementb j . We may lift each of these to a homogeneous element b j P B ě1 . By construction, the union of the π-orbits of the b j forms a set of Q-algebra generators for B. Now let a j P C be a ϕ-preimage of b j . Then the Qπ-algebra A 1 generated by the a j is taken bijectively onto B by ϕ, so it is a polynomial subalgebra and in fact another Qπ-linear complement to pxq. It is clear from the isomorphism A 1 " Ý Ñ B that each element of A can be represented uniquely as a polynomial in x over A 1 .
The case K{H is even-dimensional is simpler. Remark 4.9. The lift e in Proposition 4.7 can be chosen to be the pullback under BH ÝÑ BSOpnq of the universal Euler class e SOpnq P H n SOpnq . To see this, note that by the classification of transitive Lie group actions on spheres [Bes87, Ex. 7.13], the action K ÝÑ Homeo K{H must factor through a subgroup isomorphic to SOpn`1q, sending H into an SOpnq subgroup and hence inducing a map of S n -bundles from BH Ñ BK to BSOpnq Ñ BSOpn`1q. Both Serre spectral sequences collapse at E 2 , and the E 2 map HS Opnq b H˚S n ÝÑ HK b H˚pK{Hq sends 1 b rS n s Þ ÝÑ 1 b rK{Hs. But e represents 1 b rK{Hs, and since HS Opnq -HS Opn`1q t1, e SOpnq u as an HS Opn`1q -module, e SOpnq represents 1 b rS n s.
Double mapping cylinders which are manifolds
In this section we are in the situation of Theorem 3.5 and additionally the isotropy quotients K˘{H are homology spheres.
The case when one of K˘{H is odd-dimensional
If K`{H is odd-dimensional, then HK`ÝÑ HH is surjective, so H odd G M vanishes by Theorem 3.5 and HG M " H even G M is easily described. Proof. (a) Since the map HK`" Ý Ñ HHres Ñ HH is reduction modulo peq by Proposition 4.3 and HK´ÝÑ HH is an injection by Proposition 4.7, the fiber product is the subring of HK´ˆHHres consisting of the direct summands px, xq P HK´ˆHK´( and t0uˆe¨HHres. We may identify the former with HK´ă HH ă HHres and the latter with eHHres ¡ HHres, and the two interact multiplicatively via the rule x¨e f Ø px, xq¨pe f , 0q " pe f x, 0q Ø e f x.
(b) Using Proposition 4.3 to make identifications HK˘-HHre˘s such that HK˘ÝÑ HH is reduction modulo pe˘q, we see the fiber product is the subring of HHre´sˆHHre`s comprising the three direct summands px, xq P HHˆHH ( , e´HHre´sˆt0u, t0uˆe`HHre`s, on which multiplication is determined by the three rules px, xq¨pe´f´, 0q " pe´f´x, 0q, px, xq¨p0, e`f`q " p0, e`f`xq, pe´f´, 0q¨p0, e`f`q " p0, 0q, so the map to HHre´, e`s{pe´e`q sending px`e´f´, x`e`f`q Þ ÝÑ x`e´f´`e`f`is a ring isomorphism.
Remark 5.1. The second and fourth author have shown [GM14, GM17] that for any cohomogeneityone action of a compact, connected Lie group G on a compact, connected topological manifold M, the equivariant cohomology HG M is a Cohen-Macaulay module over HG. In the special case when all the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 are fulfilled, this result can be recovered easily from that theorem. Concretely, in case (a), the equivariant cohomology is a direct sum of two Cohen-Macaulay modules over HG and in case (b) it is an algebra over HG finitely generated as an HG-module and Cohen-Macaulay as a ring.
The case when both of K˘{H are even-dimensional
In this subsection we assume that K´, K`, and H have all three the same rank, or equivalently that M is a manifold with K˘{H even-dimensional. We start with the special case where K´" K`. where the H˚pBG; Zq-algebra structure is induced by the inclusion K ã ÝÑ G.
Proof. In this case M G is the homotopy pushout of BK Ð BH Ñ BK, which we may write as the quotient of r´1, 1sˆBH by the relation collapsing the ends t˘1uˆBH to one copy of BK each.
There is an obvious map
rt, eHs Þ ÝÑ eK, t P p´1, 1q, r˘1, eKs Þ ÝÑ eK.
The fiber of this map over eK P BK is the unreduced suspension SpK{Hq « S 2n`1 , so ξ is a sphere bundle. We claim the Serre spectral sequence of ξ has simple coefficients and collapses at E 2 . Indeed, given eK P BK and a loop η representing a class in π 1 pBK, eKq, if r η is a lift to EK starting at e and ending at ek, a lift of η starting at p˘1, eKq (respectively, pt, eHq) ends at p˘1, ekKq " p˘1, eKq (resp., pt, ekHq). This action fixes the poles of the fiber SpK{Hq and acts as left multiplication by k on each latitude K{H, fixing the orientation of the latitude by Lemma 4.1, so the action preserves the orientation of the fiber S 2n`1 of ξ as a whole, and thus, again by Lemma 4.1, the bundle ξ is orientable. As there are only two nonzero rows, to see the spectral sequence collapses at E 2 -H˚`BK; H˚pS 2n`1 ; Zq˘" H˚pBK; Zq b H˚pS 2n`1 ; Zq, it is enough to show d 2n`2 rS 2n`1 s " 0 P H 2n`2 pBKq. But this differential must be zero because ξ admits the section eK Þ ÝÑ r´1, eKs, show- Equivariant formality of the Spp2q-action on M was already known over Q [GM14, Cor. 1.3], but the inclusion Spp1q 2 ã ÝÑ Spp2q induces an H˚`BSpp2q; Z˘-module isomorphism H˚`BSpp1q 2 ; Z˘-H˚`BSpp2q; Z˘b H˚pS 4 ; Zq, so the action is actually equivariantly formal over Z.
We will now generalize the proposition above to the case when K´and K`are not necessarily equal. Assume that K˘{H " S 2n˘f or n˘ě 1. Let S ď H be a maximal torus and Ξ the subgroup of Aut S generated by the Weyl groups WpK˘q and WpHq. The Weyl groups, and hence Ξ, are all contained in the image of the conjugation map N G pSq Ñ Aut S sending g Þ ÝÑ ps Þ Ñ gsg´1q. Since image of this map is compact and Aut S -Z dim S is discrete, Ξ is finite. Because K˘{H are even-dimensional spheres, by Proposition 4.7, HH " pHS q W H is of rank two over HK˘" pHS q
so WpHq is an index-two subgroup of each of WpK˘q and hence normal. It follows WpHq is also normal in Ξ, and we will be particularly interested in the quotient group Ξ{WpHq. Note that the involutions w˘P WpK˘q{WpHq -Z{2 also generate Ξ{WpHq, so the latter must be a dihedral group. Because we will be considering functions on the Lie algebra s, in the rest of this section, cohomology will take real or complex coefficients.
Definition 5.5. For a compact, disconnected Lie group Γ with maximal torus T, we continue to define its Weyl group WpΓq as N Γ pTq{Z Γ pTq. Proof. We show any element c g : s Þ Ñ gsg´1 of Ξ that fixes Rrss WpHq pointwise is already in WpHq.
If Υ is the subgroup of Ξ generated by WpHq and c g , then clearly
given any action of a finite group Γ on a real vector space V, the Poincaré series in t of RrVs Γ is a polynomial in the variable p1´tq´1 with leading coefficient 1{|Γ|. In our case, this shows |Υ| " |WpHq|, so c g is in WpHq as claimed.
Remark 5.7. Assume that G is connected and M smooth and equipped with a G-invariant Riemannian metric and a complete geodesic γ in M meeting each orbit orthogonally. The Weyl group of γ is defined [PT87, §4][AA93, §5] to be Wpγq :" N G pγq{Z G pγq, where N G pγq ă G is the setwise stabilizer of γ and Z G pγq the pointwise. The account of Alekseevsky-Alekseevsky [AA93, §4,5] shows G acts transitively on the set of such γ, so we may assume γ passes through p0, 1Hq P p´1, 1qĜ {H Ĺ M; it can also be shown H is the common stabilizer of all points of γ in p´1, 1qˆG{H, so Wpγq " N G pγq{H, and it follows γ passes through p˘1, 1K˘q P t˘1uˆG{K˘as well. Further, there are unique involutions σ˘P N K˘p Hq{H acting antipodally on the spheres K˘{H and generating Wpγq as a dihedral subgroup of N G pHq{H.
One might hope from this account that the groups Wpγq and Ξ{WpHq are isomorphic, but they are typically not, as we will see in Example 5.15. There is at least a homomorphism from the one to the other, which is an isomorphism if rk G " rk S. To construct it, observe first that since all maximal tori in H are conjugate, for any g P N G pHq there exists an h g P H such that gh g P N G pSq, and this specification uniquely determines the left coset h g N H pSq, defining a homomorphism g Þ ÝÑ gh g N H pSq from N G pHq ÝÑ`N G pSq X N G pHq˘{N H pSq; to see multiplicativity, note that for given gH, g 1 H P N G pHq{H, we may make the choice h gg 1 " pg 1 q´1h g g 1 h g 1 . It is not hard to see the kernel is H, so there is an induced monomorphism ψ :
Following with the map c :`N G pSq X N G pHq˘{N H pSq ÝÑ N Aut S`W pHq˘{WpHq sending g to conjugation of S by g, we obtain a map N G pHq{H ÝÑ N Aut S`W pHq˘{WpHq. When restricted to N K˘p Hq{H, this c˝ψ takes values in WpK˘q{WpHq, so there is a restricted map ψ : Wpγq ÝÑ Ξ{WpHq as claimed. When rk G " rk S, the map c is injective, so ψpσ˘q " w˘and ψ is an isomorphism.
We henceforth write D 2k for the dihedral group Ξ{WpHq, where k is the order of w`w´. Our remaining goal is the following. This will follow from an analysis of the action of D 2k on HH.
Lemma 5.8. Let E be a complex representation of D 2k " xw´, w`| w 2 , w 2 , pw`w´q k y. Set r :" w`wá nd s :" w`so that sr " w´. Write ζ for the root of unity e 2πi{k and E for the ζ -eigenspace of r.
• The transformations w´and w`agree on E 0 and are opposite on E k{2 if k is even.
• Both w´and w`exchange each E with E´ .
Proof. Multiplying the relation id " rr´1 on the left by w`yields the key equation
• The " 0 and " k{2 cases of (5.3) show w´" w`on E 0 and w´"´w`on E k{2 .
• Since rw´" w`w 2 " w`, (5.3) gives rw´v " w`v " ζ´ w´v for v P E . On the other hand, multiplying (5.3) on the left by r yields rw`v " ζ´ rw´v " ζ´ w`v.
From now on, we specialize Lemma 5.8 to the case E " HH " H˚pBH; Cq. We write also E m :" E X H m H .
Lemma 5.9. There exist p˘P H 2nH such that w˘p˘"´p˘and HH " HK˘' p˘HK˘.
Proof. Note that since HK˘" pHHq xw˘y , the 1-eigenspace of w˘is HK˘. Recall that Proposition 4.7
gives a HK˘-basis t1, e˘u for HH; now p˘:" pe˘´w˘e˘q{2 is a´1-eigenvector for w˘and t1, p˘u is another HK˘-module basis for HH.
Let us now consider the r-eigenspace decompositions p˘" ř q˘ where q˘ P E for P Z{k. Since the w˘interchange E with E´ by Lemma 5.8, one finds q˘ "´w˘q˘ , and specifically that w˘q0 "´q0 , and if k is even, w˘qk {2 "´qk {2 . All told, the decomposition is
where the last term is taken to be zero if k is odd.
Lemma 5.10. In (5.4) only one term is non-zero. Explicitly, the elements p˘each lie either in E 0 , in E k{2 , or in E ' E´ for 0 ă ă k{2.
both are of dimension dim E 2n , but the´1-eigenspace is trivial except for " j´, it follows all the other terms in À 0ă ăk{2 pE 2n ' E 2ń q are zero, so j`" j´": j and dim E 2n j " dim E 2ń j " 1. Thus we may rescale to take q´" q`as claimed.
To see that j and k are coprime, first note that HH " ř i E i¨gcdpj,kq , for given a putative nonzero homogeneous element x P E such that gcdpj, kq does not divide , the component of px´w`xq{pì n E ´j would be nonzero of smaller degree. Thus r k{gcdpj,kq P D 2k acts trivially on HH, and since the D 2k -action is effective by Lemma 5.6, it follows gcdpj, kq " 1.
Lemma 5.12. The elements p˘are prime elements of HH.
Proof. Recall from Remark 4.8 that the basis element e from Proposition 4.7 may be taken π 0 Hinvarint. Thus the same holds of the eigenvectors p˘" pe˘´w˘e˘q{2 defined in Lemma 5.9. It is clear in HH 0 that p˘are irreducible, for all elements of lesser degree lie in the 1-eigenspace HK0 . Since HH 0 is a polynomial ring, the principal ideals pp˘q are prime. In fact, the ideals pp˘q are prime in HH as well, for given x, y P HH such that xy P pp˘q, we know one of the two, say x, is divisible by p˘in HH 0 . But then as x{p˘is π 0 H-invariant as well, x is also divisible by p˘in HH.
Lemma 5.13. Write V for the joint´1-eigenspace of w˘. Then
All unelaborated claims in the proof are clauses of Lemma 5.8.
Proof. Write E ‰0 :" À k´1 "1 E so that we have a direct sum decomposition HH " E 0 ' E ‰0 . This decomposition is invariant under w˘, so HK˘inherit such decompositions and HK´`HK`"`rHK´X E 0 s`rHK`X E 0 s˘'`rHK´X E ‰0 s`rHK`X E ‰0 s˘.
Because w`| E 0 " w´| E 0 , the first direct summand is the common 1-eigenspace of w˘on E 0 , whose complement is V. We will be done if we can show the second summand is all of E ‰0 .
• If k is even, r " w`w´acts on E k{2 as multiplication by ζ k{2 "´1, so w`| E k{2 "´w´| E k{2 .
Thus E k{2 decomposes as the sum of the 1-eigenspace HK`X E k{2 of w`on E k{2 and its´1-eigenspace, which is HK´X E k{2 .
• If 0 ă ă k{2, then since r acts as ζ ‰˘1 on E , we have w`v ‰ w´v for nonzero v P E , so for nonzero u, v P E , we cannot have u`w`u " v`w´v in E ' E´ . Thus the 1-eigenspaces pid`w˘qE of w˘are disjoint, and since dim E m " dim E ḿ for all m ě 0, their sum is all of E ' E´ .
We are now finally in a position to prove Proposition 1.2. (ii) The case k " 2 and HH " E 0 ' E 1 and p˘P E 1 .
We show V " p`p´¨pHK´X HK`q and apply Lemma 5.13; since deg p`p´" 2n´`2n`, the result will then follow from Theorem 3.5. Suppose x lies in V. From Lemma 5.9 we know x is divisible by both p´and p`. Note that w¯p˘" ζ´k {2 w˘p˘" p˘by Lemma 5.8. As w´sends x{p`to w´x{w´p`"´px{p`q, we see p´divides the latter as well. The quotient w˘px{p`p´q " x{´p`p´" x{p`p´is in the joint 1-eigenspace HK´X HK`.
(iii) The case p˘" q´w˘q for some q P E 2n j . We will find an element P of degree 2nk such that V " P¨pHK´X HK`q and apply Lemma 5.13. Since w˘generate all w P D 2k , we have w¨x "˘x for any x P V. Particularly, x is also divisible by the wp˘, which we explicitly enumerate. Writing η " ζ j , from Lemma 5.8 we obtain relations p´" q´ηw`q and rpq´η w`qq " ηpq´η ´2 w`qq which suffice to show that if we consider elements only up to nonzero complex multiples, the sets twp´, wp`: w P D 2k u and tq´η w`q : P Zu " tq´η w´q : P Zu are equal. Since j and k are relatively prime by Lemma 5.11.(iii), the elements q´η w`q for 0 ď ă k are all distinct elements, none a scalar multiple of any other since their E j -components are equal, and prime by Lemma 5.12. Since each divides x, their product P also divides x. Note that P " k´1 ź "0 pq´η w˘qq " q k´w˘qk .
But the right-hand side is a´1-eigenvector of w˘, so w˘x P "´x P " x P lies in HK´X HK`.
We now illustrate Theorem 1.2 with some examples. Example 5.14. There is a cohomogeneity one action of G " SUp3q on the sphere S 7 with isotropy groups K´" S`Up2qˆUp1q˘, K`" S`Up1qˆUp2q˘, and H " S`Up1qˆUp1qˆUp1q˘[GWZ08, Table E ]. Observe that rk G " rk H and we have n´" n`" 1. Using Remark 5.7 and the table in Grove et al. [GWZ08] , one deduces that k " 3. Here HH is just the quotient ring Qrt 1 , t 2 , t 3 s{pt 1t 2`t3 q, which admits a natural Σ 3 -action permuting the generators t j . Within HH we have HK´" pHHq xp1 2qy and HK`" pHHq xp2 3qy , whose intersection is pHHq Σ 3 -HS Up3q . Theorem 1.2 implies
This is in fact a known result, being equivalent to the equivariant formality of the action [GM14, Cor. 1.3] since there is only one possible graded HS Up3q -algebra structure for a free graded HS Up3q -module on generators of degrees 0 and 7.
Similar calculations can be made for any of the last five examples in Grove et al. [GWZ08, Table  E ]. Note that they are all equivariantly formal actions. This is not the case in the next example. Example 5.15. The left action of SUp3q on itself given by pA, Bq Þ ÝÑ ABA J has cohomogeneity one [Püt09, Example 5.5]. One can see that relative to the canonical metric on SUp3q, there is a transversal geodesic segment joining the two singular orbits, along which the isotropies are K`" SOp3q, K´" SUp2qˆt1u, and H " SOp2qˆt1u. The Weyl group Wpγq turns out to be D 4 , but the induced symmetry group Ξ{WpHq is just Aut SOp2q " D 2 , so we are in the case k " 1. If we write x for a generator of HS Op2q " Qrxs, then the canonical maps send HS Op3q and HS Up2q both isomorphically to Qrx 2 s. Since n´" n`" 1, one concludes HS Up3q SUp3q -Qrx 2 s b H˚S 3 .
Remark 5.16. Again, as in Remark 5.1, one can deduce directly that for K˘and H as in Theorem 1.2, HG M is Cohen-Macaulay as an HG-module. This time, one notices that the equivariant cohomology is the direct sum of two copies of HK`X HK´" pHHq D 2k , the latter being a HG-algebra which is finitely generated as an HG-module and Cohen-Macaulay as a ring.
